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[transcript begins] 
 
W.C. Mincher: Tonight on our feature story we may possibly have the answer to the age-old question, I 
guess, why Maine weather is the way it is. We’re taping this program at Dow Air Force Base in the 
headquarters of the weather detachment. The commanding officer here is Major Ross E. Voyles, and 
because he knows much more about the weather, how it’s forecast and traced, for the benefit of the Air 
Force here at Dow Field and also all over the country. We are going to turn the program over to Major 
Voyles and with some of his assistance, and the people who work here in the weather detachment, we 
may get the answer to how come Maine weather is the way it is. You want to take over Major Voyles? 
Major Voyles: Yes, I want to assure you that if we had the answer we would keep it to ourselves for our 
own benefit and we wouldn’t give it to you, but on the other hand I would like to tell people on the base 
and around Dow what our job is here because we definitely have a job out here trying to forecast 
weather for Bangor. Primarily, our mission at Dow is to forecast and observe the weather for the 
strategic air command fighter units and other units that are stationed on the base. We have two jobs, 
however; the second part of that job is to become a part of the worldwide air weather service weather 
reporting system. In that connection, our reports are teletyped.  Our reports are teletyped all over the 
United States. In this weather station out here we have forecasters on duty twenty-four hours a day to 
serve the base and to make forecasts that are transmitted to other air force weather stations. In 
addition to making a forecast and having a forecaster available twenty-four hours a day, we have a 
weather observer here on duty twenty-four hours a day. At this time, I’d like to introduce the duty 
forecaster, the man who is in charge of forecasting for the Dow field area and for any other area that 
pilots might need a forecast for, for this eight-hour period. At this time, I’d like to introduce Captain 
Charles W. Bossler who is the duty forecaster. Captain Bossler would you take over and tell them 
something about what you do while you are here on an eight-hour forecasting shift. 
Captain Bossler: Yes, I am one of several forecasters here. We work shift work around the clock and our 
duties are involved with forecasting the weather mainly for our jet operations at Dow and any transit air 
craft that should stop here. Plus that we have a responsibility of forecasting the terminal weather at 
Dow Air Force Base for planes that for planes that may desire to come here. Those forecasts are put out 
every three hours by teletype and it’s on a nationwide network. We forecast the visibility ceilings the 
base of the clouds here at Dow. Our information is received by teletype all over the country, also by 
faximity charts and we use these charts to make analysis for surface weather or upper air at selected 
levels and with these charts we form our forecasts and brief crews leaving Dow. They are mainly 
interested in the present synoptic situation of the country, the clouds in route, any weather in route, 
hazards to the aircraft, the winds aloft, the terminal forecast to destination all on the fight route if 
necessary, and a recommended flight plan. I believe that covers my job fairly well Major.  
Major Voyles: Well Captain Bossler, people frequently ask how our job differs from that of the weather 
bureau. We see the forecast that comes out daily from the weather bureau here either through the 
newspapers or through some of the teletype reports that we get here. And in as much as we are pretty 
much in the same line of work as the weather bureau, could you tell the folks in some way where our 
job differs from the forecasting for the public.  
Captain Bossler: Yes, our job is strictly military. Quite often, especially during the last hurricane, the last 
three hurricanes we had this year, people from the outside, civilians, called us and we did our best to 
forecast the movement of the hurricane, but it disrupted work at the station and our primary duty. We 
are interested in the field conditions as far as rain, snow, and winds go, but our forecasts are not 
especially useful for people whether they want to take laundry in or put laundry out or should they lay 
cement and so on and those forecasts should be handled by the weather bureau, the station located in 
the Bangor area at Old Town.  
Major Voyles: Now what are some of the things that we are called upon to forecast for jet flight that the 
public forecaster is not called on. Can you think of anything off hand? 
Captain Bossler: Well they aren’t too interested in winds aloft at flight altitude. We are interested up to 
thirty or forty thousand feet and that is little concern to forecasters at CAA stations. Also the terminal 
weather at other spots is not too much of their concern. They’re mainly concern with the weather right 
here at Bangor.  
Mincher: We have heard quite a bit recently, read about, the jet stream, the existence of which has just 
become knowledge to the general public. I wonder Major if you could tell us something about this 
Jetstream, how it aids or hinders flights and also just what it is.  
Major Voyles: Well whether it aids or hinders the flight depends on whether you are going with or 
against it. The jet stream is a very narrow snake like area of extremely strong winds that sometimes 
reach well over 100 knots frequently and sometimes have goon as high as 200 knots. If a jet pilot gets 
caught in one of those, if it’s going his way then he’s got it made because he will add about 300 mph to 
his ground speed. On the other hand, if he’s trying to go upstream he’s in trouble because under normal 
fuel consumption he probably would not reach his destination. He’d either have to pick out some 
alternate airport or he’d have to get out of the jet stream, one or the other, and they are extremely hard 
to forecast. Now that is a definite problem with jet airplanes. Jet stream and jet airplanes go together to 
make quite a problem. 
Mincher: Can you tell us how wide and also how deep the jet stream generally is? 
Major Voyles: Well as a rule they are twenty-five to seventy-five miles wide and the depth is four to five 
thousand feet, but actually the winds are usually fairly strong, 100 miles or so to the south of a jet 
stream and maybe 100 miles to the north of a jet stream so they can still be strong, but not of jet 
velocity. I think while we are talking about weather station operations, it would be an incomplete 
picture if we didn’t call on the man who makes the observations and in my mind he’s a key individual in 
the weather station. The weather observer, he’s not the man who tries to forecast it, he’s the man who 
observes it as it is and makes the report so this time I’d like to introduce airman First Class Oppenburg, 
who is the weather observer on duty. Now airman Oppenburg, would you be good enough to tell the 
people something that you do during your eight hour observing shift.  
Oppenburg: Yes, sir. Well actually the primary purpose of the weather observer is to give complete and 
correct weather observation to the tower and to different organizations at Dow Air Force base of the 
Bangor area. Now we take a record observation once every hour and if we do have precipitation or bad 
weather we take local and special observations which are sent out to other stations, military and civilian, 
throughout the country. Besides taking the weather observations we get data from all over the United 
States and Canada, different parts of the world, and we plot them on maps. Which we have surface 
charts and upper air charts which are analyzed by the forecasters.  
Mincher: Your information is passed on to other people and helps the forecasters, is that right? 
Oppenburg: Yes, that’s right. We give the forecasters all the information and they try to analyze it as 
best they can.  
Mincher: Thank you very much. Now Major Voyles, we have two more people to talk to here I believe.  
Major Voyles: Yes, we have Lieutenant Robert L. Hooper who at this certain time is working on a special 
project here, the special project being trying to figure out some effective methods for forecasting the 
weather at Dow. As we have mentioned before, at a different time, the problem of forecasting weather 
at Dow is rather hard because we get so much of the weather up at this area due to the fact that Bangor 
is on the primary storm track. So at this time I would like Lieutenant Hooper to say a few words about 
what he’s doing. He is a forecaster, but right now he’s not concern with current forecasting, he’s 
concern with doing some statistical work. 
Mincher: This primary storm track business is what I mentioned at the beginning of the program which is 
perhaps on reason why Bangor has such unpredictable weather and it isn’t always as bad as it has been 
this year. Lieutenant Hooper, I wonder if you could tell us just what you are doing and also if you’ve had 
any success.  
Lieutenant Hooper: Yes, I could. One of the factors in forecasting is experience. Now that is one thing 
that we in the air force don’t get too much of, that is we move from one station to another at a 
frequency of about two years. But we have weather records extending back many years in some cases 
and from an analysis of these weather records, I am attempting to find the key factors in forecasting 
certain types of weather. For example, at the present time I’m trying to forecast high winds at Dow. By 
an analysis and research into our past weather record here, I think I have found a few factors that may 
be the clues to the forecasting of high winds at Dow. Of course if we have a hurricane moving this way 
then most anyone can predict high winds if they know the path of the hurricane, but in many cases we 
do have high winds without hurricanes and that is the sort of thing I am trying to predict. Also such 
things as fog which forms in the night and these low ceilings and visibilities from snowfall as well as 
something that’s of interest to all of us and that’s minimum temperatures. Many factors have to be 
considered in the forecasting of these various types of weather and I believe that through a statistical 
approach, by the research into past weather, we can perhaps more accurately forecast some of these 
elements than we do at the present time.  
Mincher: Thank you very much Lieutenant Hooper. Now time is running short. Major Voyles I wonder if 
you could sum up for us just what the weather detachment does here at Dow and if you cannot exactly 
do anything about the weather, but if you can at least keep people prepared for it in case of a hurricane 
for example, you can take care of things. 
Major Voyles:  Well that is our primary job, to try to keep people advised of weather that’s imminent so 
that they can prepare for it. In a recent example we had two hurricanes that passed nearby one which 
was a near miss, and in all of those cases we tried to alert people on the base as far in advance as 
possible to make it so that they could have time to tie down the airplanes and move those that they 
couldn’t tie down or get in the hangar and tie down the loose articles on the base so that they wouldn’t 
blow around and cause any casualties or damages to other equipment. Now that is our primary job. 
Once the hurricane moves up to an area where we can get close fix on it we go into action fixing the 
hurricane or locating the center every hour until it’s gone and no longer a threat to the Bangor area. 
During those last three hurricanes that we had in the area, we actually had a fix on the hurricane once 
an hour. From the time it came on shore, or close enough to shore that we could get fixed, and we 
followed it and were able to give people who called and idea about the path and the intensity of the 
winds and the probably amounts of rain and destruction that would go along with it. Now that is our 
primary job, to advise the people on the base far enough in advance so that they won’t be caught 
unprepared.  
Mincher: Thank you very much Major Voyles. We have been talking to Major Ross E. Voyles, commander 
of the weather detachment here at Dow air force base, Captain Charles W. Bossler, Lieutenant Robert 
Hooper, and airman first class Oppenburg. 
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